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Phantom Screens Set to Transform UK Households 
 

What Are Phantom Screens? 
Well known in Canada and north America, Phantom Screens have long been acknowledged as critical 

in improving the interior living environment. As the sole UK distributor, Phantom Screens 

manufactures in the UK to the highest quality standards with the same level of attention and 

consideration that the US market has come to expect. This includes a Limited Lifetime Warranty on 

all screens, backed up by exceptional care and customer service.    

Phantom Screens is the UK’s leading solar, privacy, and insect screen manufacturer – producing 

automated screens to fit any straight doorway or window opening, up to 12m wide in a single span. 

Phantom Screens contribute to the reduction of internal temperatures by reducing solar gain and 

allowing proper ventilation of your home. This saves you money on the running costs of heating, 

ventilation, and air conditioning systems.  

Perfect Integration 
Phantom Screens can be recessed to remain out of view until deployed. They can be installed either 

inside or outside, and are the perfect solution for bifold, sliding doors, or other large openings in 

contemporary extensions. Cassettes and drop bars can be finished in any RAL colour to match your 

existing interior design, ensuring seamless integration and minimal impact on architectural design. 

Control Solar Gain, Keep Insects Out, Or Enhance Your Privacy 
As well as helping you get the best from the outdoors, our screens can also extend your enjoyment 

of summer evenings without the intrusion of nuisance insects. They can also provide exceptional 

solar control – blocking up to 95% of UV Rays - giving you daytime privacy without impacting views. 

Get in touch to learn more about our comprehensive range of technical fabrics - including standard 

and fine weave insect meshes, solar shading, blackout, and privacy screens. 

Voice-Controlled Screens for Truly Smart Homes 
Our powered screens have easy remote-control operation and can be linked to home automation 

systems for voice control. We also offer sun and wind detectors that automatically adjust your 

screen position in response to outside conditions. 
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